E95s

Residential ELLIPTICAL Series

CLUB QUALITY FROM
TOP TO BOTTOM

The E95 is an absolute "Best
Buy" in every sense. Awarded
"Best Elliptical" even when
classiﬁed in its price category.
That’s why we equipped it with
the newly designed adjustable
stride feature. This beast
just got even better. With
adjustable stride range from
18” – 24”, more friends and
family can come enjoy this club
quality product.

Product highlights
Custom Designed Foot Pedals

These unique foot pedals were developed
in collaboration with a leading physical
therapist. Together with Sole engineers
we have designed a 2 degree inward slope
to the foot pedals which reduce ankle and
knee stress common in other elliptical
machines.

Sound System

Sole has an integrated sound system with
MP3 player compatible sound cord which
enables the customer to play any audio
device with a headphone jack to play
through our speakers.

Convenient Controls

Adjustable incline and resistance controls
built into the arms makes it easy to change
your workout without ever moving your
hands.

Adjustable Foot Pedals

This collaboration produced a
revolutionary foot pedal angle adjustment
not found on any other elliptical at any
price. Not everyone walks the same way;
for this reason we have made the pedals
adjustable to fit the way you walk.
This feature also reduces the numb toe
effects and sore Achilles tendons.

Compatible with iOS / Android

Power Incline

This feature separates SOLE from the rest
of the market. It creates a completely
different workout that targets areas of the
lower body that normally would not be
worked out on an elliptical without Power
Incline.
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Residential Series E95s
technical specifications
Adjustable pedals
Stride length
Resistance

Yes
51 cm
20 levels

Incline

N/A

Handle bar restistance switch

Yes

Multi grip position

Yes

Chest Belt

Yes

Cooling fan

Yes

MULTI-GRIP POSITION HANDLES

Flywheel weight
Track

Dual track

console / workouts
Computer display

26.5 Graphic display

Console feedback

Time, distance, calories, RPM, level, laps, HR percent
graph, pulse, watts, program

Pre-set programs

5 plus manual

User programs

2

HRC programs

2

ADJUSTABLE INCLINE DESIGN

dimensions
Product size

L 209 x W 55 x H 171 cm

Carton size

L 168 x W 58 x H 86 cm

NW/GW
MAX. user weight

CUSTOM DESIGNED FOOT PEDALS

105 kg / 118 kg
170 kg

warranty
Frame / Motor

Lifetime

Running deck

10 years

Parts

Speaker

3 years

Cooling Fans

Graphic Display
Program button
Incline control

Audio In Jack

Resistance level control

Headphone Jack
Dual waterbottle / storage holders

